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Abstract 

This study is aimed at the development of nanosilver embedded polyacrylamide (PAAm) bioactive nanogels and 

antimicrobial behavior of these functional nanogels. Nanogels were synthesized by polymerization of the monomer/silver 

nitrate as water phase in nanoemulsion using gamma irradiation process where radiation helps in the polymerization, nanogel 

crosslinking and the reduction of silver nitrate to nanosilver. Homogeneously dispersed nanosilver particles embedded within 

PAAm nanogel matrix having size in the range of 10-50 nm were achieved depending on the reaction conditions. Minimum 

inhibitory concentration and bacteriostatic efficacy of nanogels were investigated against bacterial strains of Escherichia coli 

and Staphylococcus aureus. The bioactive nanogels showed very effective antimicrobial behavior and showed mortality 

against both bacterial strains at very low concentration. The bactericidal action of functional silver nanoparticles against 

Escherichia coli was investigated by TEM analysis. It was observed that after treatment with bioactive nanogel, the cell wall 

of Escherichia coli was completely destroyed and punctured. Here, we propose that the bioactive nanogel by virtue of its 

hydrophilic and polar functionality is very much suitable for linking to different biomaterials for developing antimicrobial 

surfaces especially in surgical devices and synthetic implants. Copyright © 2016 VBRI Press. 
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Introduction 

The concept of using nanosilver particles for infection 

control has been the domain of significant interest to the 

biomedical and material scientists [1–3]. Silver 

nanoparticles are known to possess oligodynamic action 

for their behavior against antibiotic-resistant microbes, 

with low cytotoxicity towards mammalian cells [4]. In 

routine life, nanosilver is used for various medical 

applications, such as coatings in surgical devices, wound 

dressings, catheters, sutures, infusion systems and dental 

composites [5-9]. One of the problems associated with 

nanosilver technology is that it lacks the possibility of 

attaching to surface due to absence of any chemical 

functionality [10, 11]. The only way nanosilver may bind 

is by coordination to the sites on a surface. Therefore, an 

atmosphere of chemical functional groups around 

nanosilver particles would offer the possibilities of 

binding by hydrogen, ionic or by covalent interaction. 

That would mean that the nanosilver is confined within a 

nanogel of specific functionality. 

Functional nanosilver may be achieved by creating an 

interactive polymer layer around the particles. This may 

be achieved by the silver reduction within a polymeric 

nanogel which would lead to the nanoparticles with 

functionality depending on the chemistry of the gel 

matrix. Such an approach would be entirely different  

 

 

 

where nanosilver is prepared within another continuous 

matrix   of   gel.  Various   routes   are   available for the 

synthesis of nanocomposites containing silver 

nanoparticles either of the chemical, irradiation and 

physical methods. The chemical route involving fructose 

and herbal extracts have been recently used to develop 

nanosilver particles of various sizes [12,13]. Polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) on one hand helps in developing nanosilver 

particles [14]. On the other hand, terminal aldehyde 

groups are generated on the (PEG) chains which may 

provide site for crosslinking with amino groups of 

chitosan leading to a functional nanogel [15]. 

Radiation-induced synthesis has long been recognized 

as a suitable method for preparation of various gels and 

nanogels for biomedical applications [16-19]. The process 

offers easy control over designing specific physico-

chemical characteristic of the nanoparticles. Radiation-

induced synthesis of silver nanoparticles within hydrogel 

has been recently reported by our group, where gamma 

radiation was used for the simultaneous polymerization of 

methacrylic acid and the reduction of silver ions [16]. 

Chen et al. reported polyacrylamide stabilized silver 

nanoparticles through one-pot synthesis at higher 

temperature [17]. In another study, the radiation-induced 

synthesis of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) nanogels was carried 

out for drug delivery application with both inter and intra 

crosslinking of nanogels [18]. At the same time, the one-
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step in situ preparation of silver nanoparticles in 

polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) by radical 

polymerization has been employed to synthesize 

Ag/PMMA nanocomposites [19]. In the present work, we 

attempted radiation-induced synthesis of nanosilver 

encapsulated polyacrylamide (PAAm) nanogels as water-

in-oil nanoemulsion. The concept is the silver be confined 

to the water phase along with the monomer in a water-in-

oil nanoemulsion so that polymerization of the monomer 

and silver reduction proceed simultaneously within the 

nano confinement and produce a nanoparticle which has 

nanosilver embedded within the nanogel matrix. 

Therefore, our research efforts deal with the synthesis of 

nanosilver particles embedded into polymeric network 

with excellent antimicrobial activity and low cytotoxicity. 

The physical and biological characterization of bioactive 

nanogels has been investigated. 

 

Experimental 

Materials 

Sodium bis (2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) was 

received from Fluka. Acryl amide (AAm), ethyl methyl 

ketone (EMK), heptane, silver nitrate, glutaraldehyde, 

ethanol and sodium chloride (NaCI) were supplied by 

Merck India.  Luria broth and agar-agar, were obtained 

from Hi Media Laboratories, India. Bacterial strains of 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Staphylococcus aureus (S. 

aureus) were provided by IIT Delhi. Ultra-pure water 

with resistivity less than 18 MΩcm produced by a 

Millipore Milli-Q system was used in all experiments. 
60Co gamma radiation source of 800 curies (dose rate of 

0.16 kGy/h), supplied by Bhabha Atomic Research 

Centre, India, was used for the irradiation of the samples.  

 

Preparation of nanogel 

Nanoemulsion polymerization was used to prepare 

nanogels in water-in-oil system as per the process 

reported earlier [16]. Water phase was prepared by 

dissolving silver nitrate and AAm (monomer) in Milli-Q 

water. AOT was added as the surfactant in heptane. The 

water phase [AAm: AgNO3] was mixed in oil phase 

[AOT: heptane] and the whole mixture was then placed 

on constant stirring for 10 min. The solution was 

transferred to reaction tube, deaerated by bubbling 

nitrogen for 15 min and was sealed. The nanoemulsion 

was subjected to polymerization using -radiation for 

different timings. After the completion of reaction, the 

nanoemulsion was destabilized by the addition of sodium 

chloride so that the nanoparticles settled down. The 

precipitate was washed repeatedly with ethyl methyl 

ketone (EMK) to remove AOT. The remaining precipitate 

(nanoparticles) was repeatedly washed with EMK, and 

dried under vacuum. 

 

Energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis (EDX)  

The presence of silver in nanogel samples was monitored 

by EDX analysis. The sample was placed on an aluminum 

sample stub and coated with carbon using Auto-Fine 

Coater JFC-1600 (Joel, USA). The images and the silver 

content of the samples were obtained with RONTEC’s 

EDX Model QuanTax 200 (SDD technology, USA). 

 

Ultraviolet visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy 

The formation of silver nanoparticles in the colloidal 

solution was monitored using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 

UV-Vis spectrophotometer at the wavelength range of 

200 to 600 nm. The plasmon resonance band 

characteristic of monodispersed nanoparticles appeared at 

~ 420 nm was monitored. Color changes in the colloidal 

solution were monitored by visual inspection. Digital 

images of the samples were captured with a digital still 

camera (Cannon-550D) at an optical zoom of 4X. 

 

High resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(HRTEM) 
 

The morphology of nanogel particles was observed under 

a TECNAI TEM (Fei, Electron Optics) TEM, operated at 

200 kV and equipped with Olympus Soft Imaging 

Solutions GmbH (software: iTEM; TEM Camera: Morada 

4008 × 2672 pixel max) recording system. The samples 

were prepared by placing one drop of the aqueous 

nanogel on a carbon-coated copper TEM grid and dried at 

room temperature. Particle size distribution was derived 

from a histogram considering more than 50 particles 

measured using multiple TEM micrographs. 

 

Determination of minimum inhibitory concentration 

(MIC)  
 

The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of bioactive 

nanogels was determined by batch cultures containing 

varying concentration of bioactive nanogels in suspension 

(0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 mg/mL) [20]. Varying concentration of 

bioactive nanogels was added in 100 mL nutrient broth 

solution in flasks. Solutions were sonicated for 30 min at 

room temperature prevent aggregation of the nanogel 

particles. Subsequently, 500 µL of the freshly prepared 

bacterial suspension were inoculated in flask in order to 

maintain initial bacterial concentration 105–106 CFU/mL. 

Solutions were incubated in an orbital shaker at 250 rpm 

and 37°C. Bacterial growths was measured as change in 

absorbance at 600 nm by using a spectrophotometer 

(Perkin Elmer Lambda 35 UV-vis spectrophotometer). 

The experiment also included a positive control 

(containing bioactive nanogels in broth, without bacterial 

inoculum) and a negative control (containing bacterial 

inoculum in broth, without bioactive nanogels). The 

negative control indicated the microbial growth profile in 

the absence of nanoparticles. The absorbance values for 

positive controls were subtracted from the experimental 

values (containing varying concentration of nanogels in 

broth and bacterial inoculum). All the experiments were 

carried out in triplicate measurements.  

 

Antimicrobial studies 
 

Antibacterial studies of nanogels were carried out by 

colony count method, according to test method AATCC 

100-1998 [16]. The antibacterial efficiency of nanogel 

was monitored against gram negative bacteria, 
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Escherichia coli (E. coli) and gram positive 

Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus). Bacterial colonies 

were obtained from an overnight culture suspended in 

Luria Broth and the turbidity was adjusted to 0.5 

McFarland standards. The samples (~20 mg) were placed 

in contact with 6 mL bacterial suspension in Luria Broth 

having 106 CFU mL-1. All suspensions were vortexed and 

incubated at 37ºC for 24 h. The colonies were counted by 

the spread plate method. The inoculum (200 μL) was 

uniformly spread on nutrient agar plates which were 

incubated at 37ºC and the colonies were counted after  

24 h. All experiments were conducted under sterile 

conditions.  

 

Bactericidal action of nanogel  

Bactericidal action of nanogel was observed by high 

resolution transmission electron microscope (TECNAI 

TEM (Fei, Electron Optics). Nanogel was inoculated in 

bacterial suspension in Luria broth and fixed by 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde solution for 24 h. Sample was cultured for 

24 h overnight incubation at 37°C, 95% air/5% CO2. 

Excess glutaraldehyde was removed by three gentle rinses 

with ultrapure water and then re-suspended in sterilized 

ultrapure water. For TEM analysis, the samples were 

prepared by placing one drop of the suspension solution 

on a carbon-coated copper TEM grid and dried at room 

temperature. 

 

Results and discussion 

The bioactive nanogels were prepared by polymerization 

of acrylamide in water-in-oil nanoemulsion system and 

the influence of various parameters on the nanoparticle 

formation was investigated. The schematic representation 

of the radiation induced nanogel formation is presented in 

Fig. 1. The nanogel network of polyacrylamide was 

obtained by γ-irradiation which takes into account the 

polymerization of the acrylamide monomer, crosslinking 

of polyacrylamide chains and the reduction of silver ions, 

simultaneously.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the development of polyacrylamide 

nanosilver bioactive nanogels. 

 

The elemental analysis of nanogel sample was carried 

by EDX and is presented in Fig. 2. The EDX spectrum 

shows a distinctive energy peak at around 0.2 keV, 

characteristic of carbon and oxygen along with a peak at 

0.39 KeV, which confirms the presence of nitrogen in 

nanogel due to amide functionality (Fig. 2a). However, in 

nanosilver embedded nanogel another strong peak appears 

at ∼3 keV, which shows the presence of elemental silver 

within the nanogel matrix (Fig. 2b). The EDX pattern of 

Ag, O and C was found to be with 37.2, 36.7 and 19.1% 

respectively. The nanogel formation has been found to be 

significantly affected by the reaction conditions, such as 

irradiation time, water phase, and AOT concentration. A 

systematic evaluation of these parameters is presented in 

the subsequent sections. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. EDX studies with TEM image of the (a) pure PAAm gel (b) 
bioactive nanogel particles. Reaction conditions: oil phase, heptane; 

AOT, 8%; water phase, 2% [AAm, 5.6×10-2 mol/L; AgNO3, 2.3×10-2 

mol/L]; radiation time, 120 min. 
 

Fig. 3 shows the UV–vis absorption spectra of nanogels 

prepared at 10 min to 12 h of irradiation time. UV-vis 

absorption measurements provides a deeper insight into 

the optical properties of the nanoparticles preparation, 

confirming the growth of nanoconfined silver particles 

and the relative size distribution and surface properties of 

nanogels. 
  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. UV-visible studies of bioactive nanogels with the radiation time 

(a) 0 min, (b) 10 min, (c) 120 min and (d) 12 h. Reaction conditions: oil 

phase, heptane; AOT, 8%; water phase, 2% [AAm, 5.6×10-2 mol/L; 
AgNO3, 2.3×10-2 mol/L]. 
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Silver salt reduction was monitored visually since the 

colorless salt solution changed to a deep brown color 

(Inset in Fig. 3) after 2 h irradiation. The characteristic 

plasmon band ranging between 410 and 460 nm, appeared 

within 10 min of the radiation- induced reduction process. 

Certainly, the intensity variation is due to the difference in 

the size of the synthesized nanoparticles. Beyond 

irradiation time of 120 min, there was no appreciable 

change in the intensity of the plasmon resonance band of 

nanosilver particles at 420 nm, indicating the completion 

of reduction process within 120 min. 

The TEM images of the nanogels with particle size 

distribution are presented at various irradiation durations 

are presented in Fig. 4.  

 

 
 
Fig. 4. TEM images and particle size distribution of the bioactive 
nanogel particles with the radiation time (a) 10 min, (b) 30 min, (c) 120 

min and (d) 12 h. Reaction conditions: oil phase, heptane; AOT, 8%; 

water phase, 2% [AAm, 5.6×10-2 mol/L; AgNO3, 2.3×10-2 mol/L]. 

 

During the nanogel formation, the reduction of Ag+ to 

Ag0 was accomplished by the radiation where 

polyacrylamide moiety provides stabilizing effect to the 

nanosilver. The functional nanosilver particles exhibited a 

spherical shape and are evenly dispersed in 

polyacrylamide chains. The nanoparticles retain spherical 

shape and slightly agglomerated into the gel for the initial 

10 min of irradiation time (Fig. 4a). After 30 min, regular 

spherical shape and well dispersed particles with average 

size in the range of 5-50 nm were observed. At irradiation 

time of 120 min, the majority of particles were confined 

to 5-30 nm size which is an indication for sufficient 

homogeneity and proper dispersion of nanoparticles. 

However, the particle size became larger and a bit 

agglomerated when the irradiation was time increased to 

12 h (Fig. 4d). Highly dense nanogel networks and less 

individual particles tend to appear. Here, the irradiation 

plays a very interesting role. Initial irradiation leads to the 

gradual polymerization and crosslinking of the 

polyacrylamide nanogel. As the irradiation proceeds 

further as higher for 12 h, the nanogel particles 

themselves tends to crosslink together and appear as the 

agglomerated particles. Under such a scenario, it seems 

that the reaction time of 120 min is most optimum where 

the particles are uniformly spherical in shape and are well 

dispersed in the gel matrix. 

The size of the nanogel particles is strongly influenced 

by the variation in water phase (Fig. 5). The higher water 

phase involves high monomer content which eventually 

leads to the formation of bigger micelle size and hence the 

larger particle size. As the water phase increased from 1 

to 3%, the size of nanosilver particles was found to be in 

the range of 10–80 nm. Spherical nanosilver particles 

were found to be dispersed homogeneously in all samples. 

Monodispersed particles were observed in 2% water 

phase and were considered as the optimized water phase 

for nanogel preparation. With increasing AOT 

concentration, the particle size showed decreasing trend in 

the size has been shown in Fig. S1. At 8% AOT 

concentration, the emulsion was stable and well dispersed 

nanoparticles of 20 nm were observed. Therefore, 8% 

AOT concentration has been optimized for the growth of 

monodispersed particles of nanogels. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5. TEM images of the and particle size distribution bioactive 
nanogel particles with the varying water phases (a) 1% w/o, (b) 2% w/o 

and (c) 3% w/o. Reaction conditions: oil phase, heptane; AOT, 8% 

[AAm, 5.6×10-2 mol/L; AgNO3, 2.3×10-2 mol/L]; radiation time, 120 
min. 

 

The MIC values of bioactive nanogels against both type 

of bacterial strains was investigated. The growth profiles 

of microbial strains in the presence of varying 
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concentration of nanogels (0.1, 0.25 and 0.5 mg/mL) are 

shown in Fig. 6A. As the concentration of nanogels in 

suspension was increased from 0.1 mg/mL to 0.5 mg/mL, 

the growth profile of microbes decreased by lowering the 

value of maximum absorbance (at 600 nm). Similar trend 

was obtained against both types of bacterial strains. Initial 

bacterial inoculate concentration was kept constant at 

105–106 CFU/mL irrespective of nanogel concentration. 

As concentration of nanogels increased upto 0.5 mg/mL 

there was no bacterial growth was observed in the broth 

media against both microbial strains. It may therefore be 

concluded that 0.5 mg/mL is the MIC values of bioactive 

nanogels against both type of bacterial strains. 

The antibacterial efficacy of nanogels was evaluated 

against E. coli and S. aureus by colony formation method 

(Fig. 6B). As we concluded from MIC results,  

0.5 mg/mL (500 ppm) of bioactive nanogels is sufficient 

for complete bacterial growth against both classes of 

bacteria. Therefore, 0.5 mg/mL was used for this study 

and it is seen that the nanogel has high antibacterial 

activity as evidenced by complete inhibition of the 

bacterial growth. This suggests a highly efficient 

bioactive system which may impede any microbial 

infection caused by E. coli and S. aureus.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6. (A) Growth profile of bioactive nanogel with varying 

concentrations against (a) E. coli and (b) S. aureus. (B) Colony 
formation images of bioactive nanogel against E. coli (a), (b) and S. 

aureus (c) and (d). 

 

A more visible scenario of the bactericidal nature of 

bioactive nanogels is evident from the TEM images 

shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 a and b, represents the TEM 

images of live E. coli without any treatment with nanogels 

appeared as normal with their characteristic shape. While 

other figures (Fig. 7c-f) present different stages of killing 

phenomena of E. coli by nanogel particles and 

homogeneous distribution nanogel particles in E. coli. 

Bacterial cell wall can make up an effective barrier 

against nanosilver but nanosilver particles take 

multidirectional approaches to kill bacteria with high 

efficiency due to their small size. The bactericidal action 

of the nanosilver particles was observed by analyzing the 

structural morphology and growth of E. coli. Fig. 7c 

represents the bioactive nanogel treated E. coli and 

exhibited appreciable shrinkage with irregular shape and 

outer membrane was disintegrated. The TEM micrograph 

in Fig. 7 d and e, showed that nanogels were present on 

the cell membrane and they appeared to be attached to the 

lipopolysaccharide layer present in the cell wall of E. coli.  

Fig. 7f represents the TEM image of punctured or dead 

E. coli after treatment with functional silver nanoparticle. 

In bacterial cell, metabolic activity involves the 

mechanism of obtaining energy to perform all the 

biological processes. It was found that nanosilver particles 

are likely to disturb all functions in bacteria. Nano silver 

particles sized less than 10 nm, accumulate within the cell 

membrane through electrostatic attraction and ultimately 

lead to the cell death. The nanoparticles are able to 

penetrate cytoplasm where they disturb cell metabolism 

and other biological functions. Disfunctioning of the cell 

wall may also be associated with catalytic behavior of 

nanosilver, Ag is converted to Ag+ on contact with the 

hydrophilic cytoplasm. The resulting Ag+ ions interact 

with the thiol groups of enzymes that are necessary for 

bacterial respiration and this leads to the cell death. Also, 

positively charged Ag+ ions can link with the negatively 

charged bacterial cell wall leading to the disintegration of 

cell membrane and leakage of the cell constituents. 

Alternatively, Ag+ may also interfere with DNA 

replication resulting in bacterial inhibition [21,22]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Bactericidal action of bioactive nanogel against E. coli, TEM 

image of (a) and (b) untreated E. coli, (c) denatured E. coli (d) and (e) 

nanogel interaction with E. coli, (f) punctured E. coli. Nanogel content, 
500 ppm (0.5 mg/mL). 

 

Our study is very much supported by the observation 

for the interaction between silver ions and respiratory 

chain enzymes in E. coli. It was found that the silver ions 

bind to functional groups of amino acids making up 

enzymes and that activity inhibits the efficient electron 

transport via the respiratory chain [23]. After the 

treatment, a sharp increase in the leakage of saccharides 

and proteins in bacterial cells was observed leading to 

deformation and fragmentation. 

 

Conclusion  

Our aim of this work has been to develop an approach for 

the development of functional nanosilver particle which 

may interact with a wide variety of the material surface. 
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This has been achieved by in-situ generation of nanosilver 

particle while polymerization of acrylamide takes place 

simultaneously. Since nanosilver is embedded within a 

hydrogel nanoparticle, the whole nanoparticles not only 

become bioactive but also acquire polar functionality of 

amide groups which would allow it to interact with any 

biomaterial surface by hydrogen bonding or by polar 

interaction. These nanogels have been synthesized by 

nanoemulsion polymerization using gamma irradiation 

process which performs three simultaneous functions, i.e. 

polymerization of acrylamide, crosslinking of 

polyacrylamide chains and reduction of silver ions. Well 

dispersed nanosilver particles within PAAm gel matrix in 

the size range of 10-50 nm are produced. The MIC value 

of bioactive nanogel is 0.5 mg/mL and showed highly 

effective antimicrobial behavior, mortality against E. coli 

and S. aureus. TEM images show the effective 

bactericidal performance of these nanogels against E. coli. 

The functional nanogels leads to complete check on 

completely destroy the cell wall of E. coli. This study 

offers an attractive nanogel material which is effective for 

infection control. The beauty of this bioactive nanogel is 

that the nanosilver is embedded within the nanogel 

matrix. 
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